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Lodge Sponsors Suit
Against DOI
and NPS
The Rangers Lodge has initiated a suit
against the Department of Interior for
failing to pay interest to commissioned
officers on the back pay owed them. This

on the law enforcement pay you received in
lump sum. This pay covered the period
from January 1992 to July, 1994. If you
received this lump sum more than six years
ago you probably cannot recoup this
interest because of the time limit imposed
by the law.
If the suit is successful, be prepared to
make your claim to the agency.

seems to be a clear violation of law on the

We will pass on any developments in this

part of the National Park Service because

case.

hundreds of officers have not received the
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changing chairs, taking my radio off my
belt

when

I

drove, hot

and

cold

packs...everything. 1 have even talked to
other departments that have a few officers
that wear the suspenders and they swear
by them.
My Supervisors and Chief were also
supportive in my attempt to stay on the
work force by allowing me to wear them.
They are designed to take the weight of
the duty belt off the hips and place it
where the weight can be supported
properly...on the shoulders.

money due them.

Unless an agent comes forward, like the
agents from the NPS, we may not be able

I recently developed lower back pain as a

I can tell you this. The combination of
Chiropractor treatments and the
suspenders has dramatically improved my
back to the point where I may stop
wearing them soon. After all, it is not a
fashion statement. It is what I perceive to

to do it however.

result of what I believe was a work related

be a reasonable accommodation. After all.

Question: Are officers of the US Forest

incident (I won't go into it) that would not
go away no matter what I tried. It was 24/7.

Ace Bandages are not part of the uniform
but are allowed and they are certainly to
help relieve a temporary medical
condition. I compare them to "croakics".
Allowable. They are certainly a fashion
statement but do not serve to keep an
employee on the job that they love.

Amazing Support
The Lodge is trying to have the suit
amended to include officers of the United
States Fish and Wildlife Service also.

Service due this back pay? Please contact
the Lodge at either: randallfop@ls.nct or
8004078295 if you think the answer is
'yes'. We may also be able to include you.
The Law firm of Passman & Kaplan is
handling the law suit for the Lodge.

By Bill Tadych

Out of fear of having to undergo surgery,
face disability,deplete my sick leave,I tried

something out of the ordinary. First I began
daily visits to a Chiropractor, second I
began to talk about it to my coworkers to
see if they had similar conditions or

wore them to work one day. Aside from the
few unsupportive "farmer John"jokes I had
to endure, they went over well. The public

If you are also suffering from a similar
condition, look into the suspenders. They
can be bought at www.uncle-mikcs.com.
And no, I am not endorsing their product.
I only found their product to be the most
unobjectionable in appearance and are
specifically designed for LE work.
Unfortunately they only sell the black
nylon cordura fabric and not cordovan

didn't notice or care either. I was still called

leather.

symptoms. Ofcourse none did.

We have received reports that some parks
have paid the interest, other parks have not
paid the interest and some, like we
understand at Lake Mead,sometimes pay
and sometimes don't. Quite the cavalier

attitude expressed by management at Lake
Mead,eh?

There are several Lodge members who
have volunteered to stand as agents for the

Third, risking getting wrote up (or sent
home)for being out of uniform I bought a
pair of Uncle Mikes duty suspenders and

"the ranger".

affected class and wc arc all thankful for

The bottom line was that I was able to work

them for doing this.

almost without the pain. Believe me I tried
everything from rearranging my duty belt.

You need to

determine if you have been paid interest

Following is a copy ofthe lawsuit against
the DOI. It has been reduced to fit.

